




“At midnight, Sibö gazes directly at 
the face of Surá, and the Jawá sends 

a question.
he blows, sings to his oracular stone 
in the palm of his hand, and then 

Yabro, the little stone, listens.

If Jawá knows the chant, Yabro starts 
its journey in search for the answer.”





songs:

1 el viaje de kamala
2 el río
3 okhöm feat melisa redondo
4 lune noire feat valentine roche
5 forêt
6 a casa da minha alma
7 montanha
8 sibö
9 el lamento del chamán feat ünchi*
*traditional singer from pueblo ngäbe de la casona



our project was born from the insatiable 
urge to create sound for our souls.

in this search we recognised ourselves in 
each other’s songs, and from this moment 

on, 
we focused on exploring the boundaries of 
our own machines, through this beautifull 
darkness found in the tribal rythms of 

our ancestors.

this album is our interpretation of the 
flavor of the woods, of the magic scent 
that comes from the earth at dawn, on the 

top of the mountains.

nillo & sentidor



infinite thanks to ünchi for this 
lamentation, so full of the flavor the soil 
has when it starts raining; thanks to luis 
porras from proyecto jirondai for granting 
us access to these ancestral archives, 
products of his work, where we managed to 
find peace and inspiration; and thanks to 
all the people filling our lives with love 
and light.

enjoy!!!

johnny & joao

thanks



all images compiled and shared by luis 
porras (proyecto jirondai)

únchi ( alexis rodriguez ) : voice in 
lamento del chamán

melisa redondo: voice in okhöm

valentine roche: lyrics and voice in lune 
noire

johnny gutiérrez : percussion, lyrics, 
machines

joão carvalho : voices, lyrics, machines

mostros: graphic design

supololo records brasil
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